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online courses
Learn from anywhere in the world.
You can learn writing skills that
will get you published, help you
change careers and enhance
your creativity.
Our interactive online writing
courses are the same excellent
quality as the classroom courses
at the Australian Writers’ Centre .
Learn in the comfort of your own
home, at work or while travelling.

Here are the courses you can choose from:

Creative Writing Stage 1
Creative Writing Stage 2
Magazine and Newspaper Writing Stage 1
Writing Books for Children and Young Adults
Travel Writing
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Creative Writing
Stage 1

5-WEEK ONLINE COURSE
Time: Whenever suits you
Cost: $395

“I signed a three-book
deal with Hachette
Australia. My young
adult novel, Embrace,
book 1 in The Violet
Eden Chapters, will
hit bookstores across
Australia on October
14th 2010. I would like to
thank both Cathie and
Pamela for their input
along the way. It was
fantastic to be able to
use the online course
to help me focus and
identify problems in my
manuscript. Thank you
to the entire team.”
- Jessica Shirvington

Would you like to see your words in print?
Do you feel like you have a book in you? If you
want to explore the world of writing, but are
not sure where to start, this course will enhance
your creativity.
If you’ve always dreamt of writing, but don’t know
where to start, then you’re invited to join
us over this enriching and creative journey.
The course will teach you how to:
• kick-start the creative writing process
• tap into your imagination
• draw from everyday experiences
and memories
• examine different types of creative writing
• give structure to your writing
• use characters and dialogue
• and MUCH more.
Click here for more information or to enrol online.
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Creative Writing
Stage 2

5-WEEK ONLINE COURSE
Time: Whenever suits you
Cost: $395

“I would highly
recommend this course.
Do it! You won’t regret
the decision.”
- Maurice Venables
“This was an excellent
course. The lectures
were very informative
and had lots of little
tricks and tips that will
be very helpful both
now and in the future.
It’s great that the timing
is flexible, and you can
listen to the lectures
over and over as a
refresher.”
- Jessica Smith

Do you want to take your creative writing to the
next level? This course is ideal if you want to
extend your skills or if you want to hone your
completed pieces of writing.
This course will teach you about:
• how to find, create or extend your main
characters and how to place them within a
world of believable minor characters
• how to make similar characters distinct on the
page – what is your character’s ‘journey’?
• structuring your story
• climax and resolution
• the principles of scene development: dialogue,
pacing, the manipulation of time, character
interaction
• the right process of structural editing, copyediting and proofreading, using examples from
both published and student work
• and MUCH more.
Click here for more information or to enrol online.
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magazine and
newspaper writing

5-WEEK ONLINE COURSE
Time: Whenever suits you
Cost: $395

“I’ve been signed on
as a regular freelance
contributor with the
Herald Sun Home
Magazine, something
that has meant I am now
freelancing four days
a week! It has been an
amazing few months
since I finished the
course and I have to say,
none of this would have
been possible without
your incredible skill and
advice. So, many thanks
once again for such a
fabulous course, it really
has changed my life!”
- Penny Harrison

You’ll discover the secrets of how to write –
and get paid for – articles in magazines and
newspapers. Whether you want to write about
cars, business, health or relationships, you’ll learn
how here.
This course will cover:
• which ideas work – and where to get them
• understanding the magazine/news market
• different types of feature articles – which
will you write?
• how to research, structure and write
a feature
• how to interview people to get great
quotes for your stories
• what editors want from a writer – the
inside scoop
• how to pitch your article or idea to a
magazine and sell it!
• and MUCH more.
Click here for more information or to enrol online.
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travel writing

5-WEEK ONLINE COURSE
Time: Whenever suits you
Cost: $395

“I enjoyed learning about
the business of travel
writing; particularly what
editors are looking for,
the types of stories in
the genre, and how to
come up with the ‘hook’
of the article. Sue was
great. She was very
engaging and humorous
and was generous about
sharing her experiences
and stories with the
group.”
- Kaye Cameron

The travel section is undoubtedly one of the most
popular places freelance writers want to see their
byline: after all, who doesn’t dream of travelling the
world and getting paid to do so? If you want to get
your travel articles published, it pays to know the
ins and outs of the world of travel writing.
This course will cover:
• different types of travel articles and why they
suit different markets
• industry lingo you need to know
• how to develop the right angle
• how to structure your article
• how to research travel stories and find
interview subjects on the road
• travel writing in your home town
• travel writing ethics
• how to plan your itineraries to maximise your
story placement opportunities
• and MUCH more.
Click here for more information or to enrol online.
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writing books
for children and
young adults

5-WEEK ONLINE COURSE
Time: Whenever suits you
Cost: $395

“I thoroughly enjoyed
participating in the
Online Writing Books for
Children course and have
learned so much in such
a short period. It has
given me a clear jump off
point for writing and has
shown me what writing
for children is and is
not. Very good mode of
delivery – convenient for
those of us who could
not make it to Sydney.”
- Anna Lisa Intia

There is no doubt that some of the most
memorable stories and luminous characters ever
created have been in books written for children
and young adults – from J.K. Rowling to Melina
Marchetta to Roald Dahl. Authors have the
opportunity to create wonderful worlds in their
books and inspire the imaginations of their readers.
This course will cover:
• how to get started
• finding the right voice
• creating characters and stories young
readers will enjoy
• how to write believable dialogue
• common assumptions about writing for
children and about young readers
• the secrets to plotting for different age groups
• getting into the children’s publishing market
• and MUCH more.
Click here for more information or to enrol online.
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ONLINE COURSES
Course content and outcomes are
consistent, regardless of whether
you learn at the Centre or online.
We are sticklers for consistency and
quality in our courses, so you’ll achieve
the same outcomes regardless of which
tutor you have. Naturally, each tutor
brings their own insight to the course,
but you can be assured that the content
is consistent across the board.

Your online classroom
You can attend the online classroom any time, any day of the week. This way,
you can fit your learning into your schedule and lifestyle.
You do not have to commit to a set time each week. However, you MUST
complete each module during the week specified, or you won’t get the most
out of the course.
Each week builds on the one before and you have the opportunity to ask
questions and make comments about the topics we discuss each week.

How much time should you commit each week?
You need to commit a minimum of 2 to 3 hours a week. The audio program
itself is around 2 hours a week. Beyond that, we recommend that you put into
practice what you have learnt that week. While you are expected to commit
to a minimum of 2 to 3 hours a week, we won’t hold you back if you are super
keen and want to spend much more time than that on your writing.
Click here for more information.
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ONLINE COURSES
Australian Writers’ Centre
Ground floor
55 Lavender Street
Milsons Point NSW 2061
Phone: (02) 9929 0088
courses@writerscentre.com.au
For more information visit:
www.WritersCentre.com.au

Rave reviews about
our online courses
“The content was clear, concise
and easy to understand. The
online tutor was excellent. I
have done university courses
that don’t event compare to her
standard! It was fantastic – best
online course I have done. And I
have done a lot.”
- Renata Ogayar
“Fantastic. I was able to fit it
into my busy schedule and the
assessments weren’t too much
additional work. A must for any
up-and-coming writer.”
- Sarah Marano
“The online course is a
fantastic way to get all the
inspiration you need, right at
your fingertips and with great
industry feedback and tips
along the way.”
- Kate Griffith

